
EQUIPMENT DETAILS PACKED?

Transport box and dog 
basket

To ensure your dog is safe while driving, we recommend a transport box (if possible with 
a blanket or towel) for the car. This way your four-legged friend can relax on their way 
to the destination. And bringing the dog basket also provides necessary feel-good atmo-
sphere in the accommodation.

Muzzle and leash 
Always have a muzzle handy. When selecting a leash, we recommend shorter or medi-
um-long leads with a length of less than three meters, especially when hiking.

Collar
Clearly, every dog in Europe must be chipped. In the event your dog gets lost, they can be 
reunited with you quickly. Nevertheless, it is recommended to add the dog owner’s name 
and telephone number to the collar if possible.

Dog brush
Correct grooming depends on the breed and hair length - should your companion’s fur 
knot, your dog will thank you for bringing a brush. 

Dog shoes
When hiking in rough terrain, it is recommended to bring dog shoes with you to avoid 
possible injury to the paws.

Travel provisions
Please pack plenty of water and easily digestible food with appropriate bowls for your 
dog. Don’t forget treats! Water is particularly important when hiking in warm regions with 
a high temperature. And should you pass a cool body of water, release the lead and enjoy!

Bags It is a responsible dog owner’s job to remove droppings along the way.

Local vets Please inform yourself about vets or clinics along the route, should there be an emergency.

Emergency equipment
Carrying a first aid kit is not only recommended for us humans. Basic equipment should also 
be packed for our beloved companion:

 ✘ Claw scissors
 ✘ Tweezers/tick remover
 ✘ Disinfectant / wound spray
 ✘ Any medication ((e.g. diarrhea medicine, ear cleaners, anti-nausea agents)
 ✘ Parasite prophylaxis 
 ✘ Sunscreen for short haired breeds
 ✘ Eye wash
 ✘ Ointment for insect bites 
 ✘ Bandages and scissors
 ✘ Toys: If your dog gets a chance to play on the trip, don’t forget its toys!

Eurohike checklist  

FOR YOUR FOUR-LEGGED HIKING COMPANION 

With our Eurohike checklist, there is nothing standing in the way of your next hiking holiday with your dog.


